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DISTRICTS : SONITpUR

IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS J-UDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPURMISC. (CRTMINAL (Bait) Case No.1;;;;;;r;:
Jeleka Khatun, petitioners VS. STATE OF ASSAM.

Signature

30-04-22 This is an application ,7s +:S E"o"C. nfeJOyone
Khatun, seeking bail for accused Md, Mofizul

Islam, in connection with Tezpur pS Case No. 3g1/22 u/s
4201489(A)1489(D) IpC, corresponding to GR case No.
681/22.

The allegation in the FIR is that on 08_03_2022
SI Naren Chetia of Borghat Out post lodged an FIR in
Tezpur pS alleging inter_alia that on OB_03_2O22at about
L2.22 pM based on specific information he conducted a
raid in the house of one Mofizul, resident of village
Gotlong under Mahabhairab Out podt of making fake
currency note along with DSp Border and after raid
arrested Mofizul Islam and seized ri.om him machine for
making fake currency note and also recovered 4000 fake
notes of 500 denominations in presence of witnesses.

I have heard the forceful argument of the
learned rawyers appearing for both sides and arso gone
through the contents of the case diary.

Learned counsel appearing for state Sri Munin
Ch. Baruah vehemenfly opposed the bail prayer
contending that there is sufficient implicating materials in
the case diary of having been involved in the offences
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alleged.

Learned counsel appearing for accused however
contends that the machine recovered from tne possession

of accused is not a machine for preparing fake notes but
a demo type machine only to convince customers.
Moreover, it is contended that no fake currency note
have been recovered by police from the possession of
accused person as alleged. Therefore, learned counsel
prays for bail of the accused citing period of detention in

custody.

Having considered the rival contentions of the
learned lawyers and on careful consideration of the case
diary, this court found force in the submission of learnecl
PP as the case diary indicates sufficient materials
showing direct complicity of the accused with the
offences alleged. Case diary shows that accused has
been running a racket and business of fake currency
notes by cheating innocent customers. Both the offences
u/s 489 A and 499 (D) carries life imprisonment if
proved. Even othemise in view of the implicating
materials immerged in the case diary and considering the
nature and gravity of the offence and its far reaching
impact in the society, this court do not consider it a fit
case to grant bail to accused.

In the resulf bail petition stands rejected.

Let the case diary be returned.

(C.8. cosoi)
Sessions Judge,

Sonitpur, Tezpur


